Scholarship recipients, donors honored at dinner

By Ik Oyamochonkeye
Staff Writer

On Nov. 20 in the UC Annex at 6 p.m. UNCP held its fifth annual Scholarship Recognition Dinner.

The night included several speakers and dinner. Several students representing donors filled the room with a pleasant atmosphere.

The dinner included steak, salad, mashed potatoes and vegetables as the main course, as well as a decorated exquisitely master’s and doctorate programs. HED’s master’s degree curriculum, graduate school opportunities, internships, assistantships, grants, opportunity, featured faculty members and their accomplishments, educational statistics and what a graduate student can expect from Virginia Tech.

According to Dr. Few, less than 1% of the U.S. population has Ph.Ds.

The program includes more than 20 concentrations, with an average of a 14 month completion time. In 2005 and 2006, Virginia Tech’s Human Development program won the Exemplary Department Award.

“We have faculty that are well known and have published…” we have the highest master of faculty teaching awards,” Dr. Few said.

Several featured faculty members have some of their research published in books, won many different national and international awards and have distinguished themselves all over the country.

Dr. Few focused a large portion of her presentation on information regarding funding gradu- ate students during their enrollment at Virginia Tech, as well as the bond between Human Development department faculty and students.

“We’re very good at funding students. Being in school is an expensive endeavor. We have a great track record of fund- ing our first year students,” she said.

According to Dr. Few, $3 million a year in grants are awarded to graduate students.

“We have a close student and faculty relationship and mentorship. We take teaching and our stu- dents’ relationships very seriously. We develop a sense of not leaving a man behind, a sense of helping each other,” she said.
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